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• Enhanced super-resolution generative adversarial network (ESRGAN)

[1] was used.

• The network used 26,500 images for training while an unseen dataset of

400 images was used for evaluation.

• Two image evaluation metrics are used:

o Peak signal-noise-ratio (PSNR): Pixel-wise loss; higher PSNR is

preferred.

o Structure similarity (SSIM) [2]: Compares luminance, contrast,

and structure; SSIM of unity is desirable.

ESRGAN has achieved

significantly higher PSNR and

SSIM compared to bicubic.

Experimental validation: ESRGAN-generated

and ground truth images are almost

indistinguishable.

Figure 3: An experimentally collected LR (a), an

ESRGAN up-sampled (b), and the ground truth (c)

image. Zoomed-in regions of the EL image are marked

in yellow boxes.

The ESRGAN-generated image is almost indistinguishable from

the original (“ground truth”) image. It is also superior to the

traditional image processing method (bicubic).

Figure 1: A low-resolution (a), a bicubic up-sampled (b), an ESRGAN

up-sampled, and the ground truth (d) image. Zoomed-in regions of the

EL image are marked in yellow boxes.

Figure 2: PSNR and SSIM for up-

sampled test images using bicubic

and ESRGAN.

• We successfully enhanced EL image resolution using deep learning.

• This approach can be used to replace expensive imaging systems and enhance the capability of the current EL imaging systems.

• It can be extended to other types of PV-related imaging such as thermal, photoluminescence, and hyperspectral imaging.
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• High resolution (HR)

electroluminescence (EL)

images have great potential

in inspecting small defects.

• HR images are often

achieved at the cost of

expensive imaging systems.

• In this study, HR images are

obtained using deep learning

with no additional cost.
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